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A B S T R A C T

A novel mathematical definition is introduced to achieve the inherently monotonic progress, namely Absolute Cumulative Variation (ACV). The classical progress variable is defined as a weighted summation of species mass fraction while weight factors are determined in the ad-hoc procedure. The ACV definition presents the systematic method to generate a fully bijective look-up table appropriate for the vast combustion applications. This method utilizing the preferential diffusion effects and has the potential to predict the autoignition delay time as well as pollutants, like YCO and YNO. The flamelet-generated manifold is coupled with ACV to make the ACV-FGM method. Furthermore, the Variable Ignition Mixing Layer (VIML) is presented as a modified method to generate a 2-D look-up table for the multi-inflow streams as well as varying composition reactants at the domain boundaries. This model helps to reduce the size of the look-up table for complex inflow boundary conditions and computational cost as well. The validation process for the ACV-FGM and VIML methods includes a one-dimensional laminar flame along with large eddy simulation (LES) of the Sandia piloted flames D, E, and F, and Delft Jet-Hot Coflow (DHF) burner as lifted turbulent jet flame. The results indicate the ACV-FGM method successfully predicts the autoignition delay time, lift-off height, temperature rise as well as spcies mass fractions and pollutants. Moreover, The VIML method appropriately reproduces the variation of chemical compositions and temperature at the domain boundary using the 2-D look-up table.

1. Introduction

Combustion simulations using detail kinetic mechanisms can comprise hundreds of chemical species through a significant number of reactions. Solving turbulent combustion requires prohibitive computational resources to achieve more accurate features to answer raising questions on the combustion process, and its application. This challenge motivates numerous efforts of combustion modeling to reduce computational cost while retaining the accuracy within an acceptable margin. Maas and Pope [1] introduced the intrinsic low-dimensional manifold (ILDM) that is founded on robust mathematical analysis of the chemical composition eigenvalue. This method automatically reduces the complex kinetic mechanisms to determine the low-dimensional manifold as a projection of high dimensional thermochemical space. However, this method is a treatment of the chemical term and it does not include the effects of convection and diffusion terms, consequently. ILDM is not appropriate for applications such as the low-temperature ignition [2].

The flamelet look-up table is a way to overcome the limitations of the ILDM. The detailed solution of the 1-D laminar flame is tabulated using the independent variable to describe the thermochemical state. The flame prolongation of ILDM (FPI) [3], flamelet-generated manifolds (FGM) [4], and flamelet/progress-variable (FPV) model [5,6] are properly utilized the ILDM advantages along with the flamelet equation of Peters [7,8] and the progress variable concept [5] to tabulate the canonical 1-D laminar flamelet. The flamelet-family models successfully implemented to the laminar premixed [9,10] and partially premixed and diffusion flames [11], as well as turbulent premixed [12], and non-premixed [13–18] configurations. The preferential diffusion effect was taken into account in premixed [19] and non-premixed flames [19–23] and its impact on the autoignition of the turbulent jet [24] as well.

The tabulation procedure remains an open challenge for investigators to generate a more accurate look-up table while trying to keep the dimension and size of the table as low as possible to reduce the interpolation cost. The progress variable definition is key
to produce a bijective look-up table. The progress variable, often defined based on the experience or ad hoc procedure [25]; therefore it results in a weak mathematical foundation [26]. The classical progress variable defined as a weighted summation of chemical species like CO, CO₂, and H₂O. This definition is not general for instance, the heavy hydrocarbon fuels decomposed to the lighter carbon compound with negligible heat release [15]. The accurate progress variable produces the bijective projection of time-state into the lower-dimensional manifold. Ihme et al. [25] proposed several rules to build the proper progress variable.

(a) The transport equation of the progress variable can be solved in reactive systems.
(b) The reactive scalar and the progress variable should be comparable to the time scales.
(c) The manifold should be constructed of the independent dimension.
(d) A point in the manifold should be determined a unique thermochemical state.

Najafi-Yazdi et al. [2] used a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)—also known as Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)—to find the species weight factors of progress variable. PCA method is a standard procedure to reduce the order of phenomena to the low-dimension. Nonetheless, the PCA method obscures the physics of the problem and does not contain the manifold information while this problem intrinsically includes significant nonlinearities. Moreover, this method is formulated based on the unity Lewis number that adversely affects the generality of the method where preferential diffusion is playing an important role for example, in a hydrogen blended fuel [24].

Niu et al. [27] proposed the automated approach finding the weight function of all the chemical species mass fraction to define the progress variable based on the optimization algorithm. Two constraints were implemented on the progress variable as an objective of optimization: first, continues evolution of progress variable from unburnt to burn composition in a manner that it is bijective to time-state composition. Second, prevent a high rate of change of species in progress variable space to control numerical errors.

Göktoğlu et al. [28] presented the Multi-Stage FGM (MuSt-FGM) method to construct the FGM look-up table utilizing the Ignition Mixing Layer (IML) which was introduced by Abtahizadeh et al. [24] considering the preferential diffusion effect on autoignition phenomena. The Multi-Stage FGM method is an effort to generate a monotonic progress variable focusing on the pre-ignition progress of species mass fraction.

Briefly, the flamelet method is still struggling with two challenges. First, despite all the effort on progress variable definition, based on the authors’ knowledge, none of the methods are mathematically proofed to build the fully monotonic progress variable to generate a bijective look-up table. Second, the accuracy and size of the look-up table are challenging for a higher dimension table. It is common practice to generate the look-up table with more than two dimensions for a multi-inflow stream or variable composition reactants, i.e., Sandia piloted flame [29] and Delft in Hot Coflow Burner [30,31].

In this paper, the Absolute Cumulative Variation (ACV-FGM) is introduced to build an inherently monotonic progress variable considering the preferential diffusion effects. Furthermore, The Variable Ignition Mixing Layer (VIML) method is developed based on the IML [24] to generate the two-dimensional FGM look-up table for the multi-inflow streams or variable composition reactant at the boundary condition of the fluid domain.

This paper is arranged as follows. The mathematical definition of the ACV progress variable and its diffusion coefficient for the non-unity Lewis number is provided in Section 2. The description of the VIML method is presented in Section 3. The validation and comparison of the ACV-FGM versus weighted summation progress variable for 1-D laminar flame are provided in Section 4. The LES formulation and simulation results of the Sandia piloted flames D, E, and F as well as DJHC burner presented in Section 5 to validate the 3-D results based on the developed models. Finally, conclusions are deduced and presented in Section 6.

2. Numerical approaches

2.1. Absolute cumulative variation

The classical description of mixture fraction ζ and progress variable η is a linear summation of species mass fraction multiplied by weight factors, γ = ∑ αEx. Where γ can be replaced by mixture fraction and progress variable with their αex. The species weight factors of mixture fraction obtained from Bilger’s [32] formulation. It is normalized so that it is minimum for the oxidizer stream (ζ = 0) and maximum for the fuel stream (ζ = 1). The weight factors for the progress variable are determined to make the monotonic evolution of the progress variable to generate the bijective look-up table. An appropriate look-up table correctly predicts ignition delay time, temperature rise, and chemical species progress. The time rate of change of Yi for one-dimensional configuration is extracted from the mass transport equation for species i,

$$\frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \rho \frac{\lambda}{\rho} \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial x} \right) - \frac{\partial (\omega_i Y_i)}{\partial x} + \omega_i$$

(1)

where \(\frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t}\) is a function of the chemical source term as well as convection and diffusion mass transfer. The chemical source terms are rarely negative for final combustion products such as CO₂ and H₂O through the whole reaction. However, the molecular diffusion along with the convection, which is induced by the density gradient of the reactive domain, can lead to negative \(\frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t}\) even for H₂O for the noticeable duration, i.e., pre-ignition. Because of the significant nonlinearities behavior of Yi, the weight factor determination for species i is a time-consuming ad-hoc procedure. In some cases, it has no particular mathematical solution to obtain a fully monotonic progress variable, which comprises of linear summation of weighted species mass fraction. To overcome the difficulties, the Absolute Cumulative Variation (ACV) is introduced as a novel approach to define the inherently monotonic progress variable. In this method, the progress variable of species i is defined as the derivative of the absolute rate of change of mass fraction i.

$$\eta_i = \int_0^t \left| \frac{dY_i}{dt} \right| dt$$

(2)

The progress variable is defined as a summation of \(\eta_i\), \(\eta = \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} \xi_i \eta_i\). The parameter \(\xi_i\) is a weight factor to adjust the magnitude of species mass fraction to minimize numerical error through the FGM look-up table interpolation.

Figure 1 shows the trend of mass fraction H₂O and \(\eta_{H_2O}\) at stoichiometric mixture fraction for the Laminar Jet in Hot Coflow (LJHC) which will be discussed in the following sections. YiH₂O, as an intermediate chemical species is produced and consumed in the reaction process while the \(\eta_{H_2O}\) is increasing and monotonic.

2.2. Transport equation of progress variable

The ACV progress variable is not a physical parameter; therefore its diffusion coefficient and chemical source term should be determined mathematically. These two parameters are calculated based on the comparison of the transport equation of \(\eta_i\), and mass
fraction \( Y_i \). The relation between these two equations is the definition of \( \eta_i = \int \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \) \( dt \). The transport equations of \( Y_i \) and \( \eta_i \) are as follows:

\[
\frac{dY_i}{dt} = \rho u \nabla \cdot (\nabla Y_i) + \nabla \cdot (\rho D_{\nabla} \nabla Y_i) + \omega_i \tag{3}
\]

\[
\frac{d\eta_i}{dt} = \rho \left( \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \right) \tag{4}
\]

From the mathematical definition of the absolute value of a quantity, \( \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial (\eta_i)}{\partial t} = \text{sgn} \left( \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \right) \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \), where \( \text{sgn} \) is the sign function. For the sake of simplicity, \( W_i \) is defined as

\[
W_i = \text{sgn} \left( \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \right) \tag{5}
\]

The source term of \( \eta_i \) is equal to

\[
\omega_i = W_i \omega_{\text{other}} \tag{6}
\]

As \( \eta_i = \int \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \) \( dt \), the L.H.S of transport equation of \( \eta_i \), Eq. (4), is equal to

\[
\frac{d\eta_i}{dt} = \rho \left( \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \right) \tag{7}
\]

Using Eq. (6) to rewrite Eq. (7)

\[
\frac{d\eta_i}{dt} = \rho W_i \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} \tag{8}
\]

The RHS of both Eqs. (3) and (4) is equal when the transport equation of \( Y_i \), Eq. (3), is multiplied by \( W_i \).

\[
W_i \left( -\rho u \nabla \cdot (\nabla Y_i) + \nabla \cdot (\rho D_{\nabla} \nabla Y_i) + \omega_i \right) = -\rho u \nabla \cdot (\eta_i) + \nabla \cdot (\rho D_{\nabla} \nabla \eta_i) + \omega_i \tag{9}
\]

Replacing the source term of \( \eta_i \), \( \omega_i \), with \( W_i \omega_{\text{other}} \), and rewrite the Eq. (9) yields

\[
\nabla \cdot (\rho D_{\nabla} \nabla \eta_i) = \rho u \nabla \cdot (\eta_i) - W_i \nabla \cdot (Y_i) + W_i \nabla \cdot (\rho D_{\nabla} \nabla Y_i) \tag{10}
\]

For a 1D configuration, the spatial derivative is on the x-direction; therefore the Eq. (10) is rewritten as

\[
\frac{d}{dx} \left( \rho D_{\nabla} \frac{d\eta_i}{dx} \right) = \rho u \left( \frac{d\eta_i}{dx} - W_i \frac{dY_i}{dx} \right) + W_i \frac{d}{dx} \left( \rho D_{\nabla} \frac{dY_i}{dx} \right) \tag{11}
\]

To simplify the second term on the RHS of Eq. (11) assume that \( W_i \) is independent of \( x \) so it can be written as \( \frac{d}{dx} \left( W_i \rho D_{\nabla} \frac{dY_i}{dx} \right) \). This assumption is based on the mathematical definition of \( W_i \). The \( \frac{d\eta_i}{dx} = \frac{d}{dx} \text{sgn} \left( \frac{dY_i}{dx} \right) \) whereas the derivative of Sign function is zero except at the point where \( \frac{dY_i}{dx} \) changes sign that is equal to Dirac delta function \( \delta(x, t) \), called a jumping point. Therefore, the derivative of \( W_i \) in the x-direction is

\[
\frac{dW_i}{dx} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
0 & \text{for a jumping point} \\
\pm 2 \delta \left( \frac{dY_i}{dx} \right) & \text{for a jumping point}
\end{array} \right. \tag{12}
\]

This assumption corresponds to the mathematical definition of \( W_i \) except at jumping point. Then Eq. (11) rewritten to

\[
\frac{d}{dx} \left( \rho D_{\nabla} \frac{d\eta_i}{dx} \right) = \rho u \frac{d}{dx} \left( \eta_i - W_i Y_i \right) + \frac{d}{dx} \left( W_i \rho D_{\nabla} \frac{dY_i}{dx} \right) \tag{13}
\]

After integrating the Eq. (13) on \( x \) and divide both sides of the equation by \( \rho \), thus the diffusion coefficient of \( \eta_i \) can be written as

\[
D_{\eta} \frac{d\eta_i}{dx} = \frac{1}{\rho} \int \frac{d}{dx} \left( \eta_i - W_i Y_i \right) dx + W_i \rho D_{\nabla} \frac{dY_i}{dx} \tag{14}
\]

From the RHS of Eq. (15), the diffusion coefficient of \( \eta_i \) includes two terms as following

\[
D_{\eta, i} = \frac{1}{\rho} \int \frac{d}{dx} \left( \eta_i - W_i Y_i \right) dx \tag{16}
\]

\[
D_{\eta, ii} = \frac{1}{\rho} \int \frac{d}{dx} \left( \eta_i - W_i Y_i \right) dx \tag{17}
\]

The DJHC-I is chosen to study the role of mass fraction and the ACV progress variable on two terms of \( D_{\eta, i} \) and \( D_{\eta, ii} \). The HO2 as an intermediate species is selected to form \( \eta_{\text{HO2}} \). Time progress of \( \eta_{\text{HO2}}, \eta_{\text{HO1}}, \eta_{\text{DO2}}, \eta_{\text{DO1}}, \eta_{\text{YCO}}, \) and \( \eta_{\text{YNO}} \) are presented in Fig. 2 at the mixture fraction equal to 0.0549 which is close to the most reactive mixture fraction. As it is shown, the behavior of the two diffusion terms are dramatically changed when the \( \eta_{\text{HO2}} \) changes the trend from the producing to consuming. At this turning point, \( W_{\text{HO2}} \) changes sign and \( D_{\eta, i} \) change from positive to negative values. \( D_{\eta, ii} \) is made up of integration of the mass flux of \( \frac{d}{dx} \left( \eta_i - W_i Y_i \right) \) in the x-direction. The \( \eta_{\text{HO2}} \) is almost monotonic for \( t < 5 \) ms and it is nearly equal to \( \eta_i \), therefore and \( \eta_i - W_i Y_i \) is negligible and results in the small magnitude of the \( D_{\eta, ii} \).

### 3. Variable Ignition Mixing Layer (VIML)

A non-reacting counter-flow stream is a standard method to make an initial condition for the ignition counter-flow flamelet solver. This initializing method represents the assumption that the fuel-oxidizer mixing time scale is smaller than the reaction time scale. This assumption is violated when reactions take place during the mixing process [24]. For instance, hydrogen is highly diffusive and reactive than larger fuel molecules. This specific behavior can reduce the autoignition delay time in hydrogen blended fuels and syngas [35,36]. Consequently, it is needed to take the reaction into account as well as the molecular diffusion at the same time.
For this purpose, Abtahizadeh et al. [24] introduced the Ignition Mixing Layer (IML). This method provides autoignition prediction along with the molecular mixing of fuel and oxidizer streams. The fuel and oxidizer are assumed to be stagnant and adjacent to each other at t = 0. The mixture fraction profile has a stepwise configuration and the strain rate is zero. The stepwise mixture fraction leads to a large dissipation rate, $\chi = 2D(\partial \chi / \partial x)^2$, but increases molecular diffusion as well at the contact surface of a fuel and an oxidizer. The molecular diffusion reduces the mixture fraction gradient, $\partial \chi / \partial x$, and therefore the dissipation rate is declining during the molecular mixing process.

Counterflow diffusion flames have an inlet boundary condition on both sides so that the fuel and oxidizer streams have a constant composition and temperature at the boundaries. Therefore, the application of a 2-D look-up table is limited to a case with a uniform and consistent fuel/oxidizer stream. In a case that there are more than two inflow streams, such as the Sandia piloted flames [37], as well as non-uniformity of oxidizer and fuel mixture composition or temperature along inflow boundary conditions, such as Delft Jet-Hot Coflow burner [38], the dimensions of flamelet libraries, are needed to be increased to overcome the non-uniformity or multi inflow streams.

The VIML method is introduced to generate a two-dimensional look-up table for non-uniform fuel/oxidizer stream as well as a multi-stream inflow boundary condition. This model takes advantage of the IML method that provides a zero strain rate and zero velocity at the initial condition. Utilizing these features, the mixture initial condition could vary along the x-coordinate. This method reduces the computational cost and size of the look-up table by retaining the two dimensions of the look-up table. For instance, assume the mixture fraction and the progress variable is divided into the N interval for M thermochemical properties, and P point of the beta-PDF function. Accordingly, the 2-D table stores $N^4 \times P^2 \times M$ elements. Adding the third dimension with N interval increases the size of the table to $N^6 \times P^3 \times M$ which significantly increases the look-up table size. Based on experience, the file size of a 2-D look-up table of $201^2 \times 5^2 \times 30$ elements is about 528 MB while extending this table to 3-D with the same resolution, the expected dramatically table size is about 610 GB. The only way to generate high dimensional FGM table has reduced the resolution of the look-up table means to lower accuracy and higher numerical error during the interpolation procedure.

In Fig. 3, the mixture fraction and temperature at initial condition ($t = 0$) and progress of mixture ($t > 0$) are shown for Sandia flame D. This flame has three streams of fuel jet ($\xi = 1$), pilot ($\xi = 0.27$) and oxidizer coflow ($\xi = 0$) which is described later in this paper. The mixture fraction distribution in the 1-D dimension is the same as the physical domain.

$$\xi (x, 0) = \begin{cases} 1 & 0 \leq x < r_{jet} \\ 0.27 & r_{jet} \leq x < r_{pilot} \\ 0 & r_{pilot} \leq x \end{cases}$$

4. 1-D laminar flame

The one-dimensional simulation of the Laminar Jet in Hot Coflow (LJHC) [33,34] is conducted to validate the ACV-PM method. The oxidizer stream of the LJHC burner is a combustion product of the lean CH4/oxidizer mixtures corresponding to the $\varphi = 0.8$. The oxidizer stream temperature at 1530 K, which is above the fuel autoignition temperature to guarantee the Mild combustion regime. The fuel stream carrying the CH4/N2 at the temperature 1150 K. Spontaneous Raman scattering was used to measure the flame temperature and major species (CO, CO2, N2, H2, H2O, CH4, and O2). Table 1 describes oxidizer and fuel mixture compositions and temperatures.

The governing equations of one-dimensional reactive flow are as follow [24]

$$\frac{d \rho}{d t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u)}{\partial x} = 0 \quad (18)$$

$$\frac{d (\rho Y_i)}{d t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u Y_i)}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\lambda}{L e_c P} \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial x} \right) + \omega_i \quad (19)$$

$$\frac{d (\rho h)}{d t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u h)}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\lambda}{c_p} \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \frac{\lambda}{c_p} \sum_{n=1}^{N_s} \left( \frac{1}{Le_t} - 1 \right) h \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial x} \right] \quad (20)$$

The Species continuity equation, Eq. (19), is solved for $N_s - 1$, where $N_s$ is a total number of chemical species. Initial conditions for velocity, $u$, species mass fraction, $Y_i$, and enthalpy, $h$, are as follow

$$u(x, 0) = 0$$

$$Y_i(x, 0) = \begin{cases} Y_{i, fu} & x < 0 \\ Y_{i, ox} & x \geq 0 \end{cases}$$

$$h(x, 0) = \begin{cases} h_{fu} & x < 0 \\ h_{ox} & x \geq 0 \end{cases}$$

where density, $\rho$, thermal conductivity, $\lambda$, constant temperature specific heat,$c_p$ are the thermal properties of the species i. $N_s$ is the number of chemical species and $\dot{\omega}$ is a chemical source term.

**Table 1** Boundary condition of Laminar Jet in Hot Coflow (LJHC) [39].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coflow oxidizer</th>
<th>Fuel jet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X_{O_2}$</td>
<td>$X_{N_2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Constant non-unity Lewis numbers are assumed, which takes preferential diffusion of species into account.

1-D laminar flame simulation is a primary step to validate ACV-FGM. The predicted autoignition delay time, temperature, and chemical species are compared with the detail solution as well as the classical FGM results. The in-house Chem1D code is used to solve the 1-D laminar flame applying the IML method. The chemical kinetics are resolved based on the GRI 3.0 mechanism. The results of the 1-D laminar flame are used to generate the ACV-FGM look-up table, including temperature, diffusion coefficient, and chemical species tabulated in mixture fraction – progress variable space. An in-house code is developed to solve the transport equation of mixture fraction and progress variable for 1-D laminar flame configuration using the ACV-FGM look-up table to retrieve the mixture thermochemical properties.

Figure 4 indicates the temperature rise for ACV-FGM and FGM model simulation. The progress variable of the ACV-FGM and FGM method indicated by and , respectively. The mass fraction as the intermediate species is selected to make the and generate the ACV-FGM look-up table. The accurate prediction of autoignition delay time and temperature rise shows the generated look-up table is bijective to thermochemical time-space state. Therefore, it indicates the bijective tabulation can be achieved even with intermediate species. This conclusion is also valid for as it shows good agreement with the detail solution.

The FGM tabulated were based on and for case FGM: the temperature rise is stopped after time. indicate the flamelet data are not available and it is lost in tabulation procedure. For case FGM: the autoignition delay time is not correct, and the pre-ignition data is lost. However, the temperature rise is appropriately predicted after autoignition delay time as a result of the partially monotonic behavior of after the temperature rise.

The temperature, and are depicted in Fig. 5 for three cases of detail solution, ACV-FGM, and FGM result. The time slice is chosen from time, which is before the ignition and temperature rise. The progress variable for FGM is defined as and for the ACV-FGM is as shown, the incorrect temperature rises for the FGM model is appeared at time, which can be interpreted as the unsuccessful look-up table generation for pre-ignition duration. The temperature rises error is deteriorated along the time, and for it is the minimum error for lean to stoichiometric mixture fraction, . However, for the fuel-rich mixture fraction, the temperature is overpredicted. The and mass fraction prediction follow the temperature trend in which the maximum error occurs in the pre-ignition duration as well as . The ACV-FGM method can precisely predict the temperature rise and and NO mass fraction for all time slices and mixture fraction from 0 to 1.

5. Large eddy simulations

Large eddy simulations are conducted to validate the VIML and ACV-FGM method for the case of turbulent jet flames. The study of the Sandia piloted flames as multi-stream burners are aimed at investigating the chemical species prediction within the domain, including the CO and NOx as well as the effects of fuel jet Reynolds number. The LES of the Delft Jet-Hot CoFlow burner (DJHC-I) is conducted to verify the VIML and ACV-FGM methods to simulate the lift-off height of the turbulent jet flame which is fed by the non-uniform oxidizer mixture composition and temperature.

5.1. LES numerical scheme

The large eddy simulation numerical scheme is the same as one used in references [29,40], which is briefly introduced in this section. The LES equations follow the implicitly filtered Navier–Stokes equations with the mesh-size filter width . In this approach, filtered equations of mass and momentum conservation govern the flow field and another two filtered transport equations
for FGM table coordinate, mixture fraction and progress variable, govern the tabulated combustion chemistry.

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \rho \bar{u}_j}{\partial x_j} = 0
\]  

(21)

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \bar{u}_{i,j})}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \bar{u}_j \bar{u}_i)}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ (\mu_1 + \mu_T) \left( \frac{\partial \bar{u}_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial \bar{u}_j}{\partial x_i} - \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial \bar{u}_k}{\partial x_k} \right) \right] 
\]  

(22)

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \bar{c}_i)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \bar{u}_j \bar{c}_i)}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu_L \frac{\partial \bar{c}_i}{\partial x_j} \right) + \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x_j} \right] 
\]  

(23)

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \bar{\eta})}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \bar{u}_j \bar{\eta})}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \rho \bar{D}_\eta + \frac{\mu_T}{Sc_T} \left( \frac{\partial \bar{\eta}}{\partial x_j} \right) + \bar{\eta} \right] 
\]  

(24)

Filtered quantities are indicated with bar and density-weighted quantities with a tilde. \( \bar{\rho}, \bar{D}_c, \bar{D}_n, \) and \( \bar{\eta} \) are retrieved from the FGM library. The conductivity \( \lambda \) and viscosity \( \mu_L \) are modeled as simplified functions of PDF averaged temperature [4,41], which is stored as a look-up variable in the FGM table.

\[
\mu_L = 1.67 \times 10^{-8} \left( \bar{T}/298 \right)^{0.51} c_p 
\]  

(25)

\[
\lambda = 1.67 \times 10^{-5} \left( \bar{T}/298 \right)^{0.69} c_p 
\]  

(26)

The eddy diffusivity, \( \mu_T/Sc_T \), calculated based on the proposed model by Vreman et al. [42] and the fixed turbulent Schmidt number, \( Sc_T = 0.4 \).

The \( \beta \)-PDF method is used to model turbulence-chemistry interaction and thermochemical properties statistically. In this procedure, the progress variable is normalized so that the statistical dependency is negligible. Generally, the probability density function of quantity \( \varphi \) is determined as \( P(\varphi) = P(\varphi : \varphi^{'2}) \) where \( \varphi^{'2} \) are mean and variance respectively. The \( \beta \)-PDF integrated FGM table for the DJHC burner has 201 \( \times \) 5 \( \times \) 201 \( \times \) 5 grid points in \( \zeta, \xi_{bar}, n, \eta_{bar} \) dimensions. An algebraic equation is used to obtain, \( \varphi^{'2} = \alpha \Delta X^2 \left( \partial \varphi / \partial X_j \right)^2 \), where \( \alpha = 1/12 \) based on Taylor expansion [40].

Neumann boundaries are applied to the side planes and the outflow plane for velocity, mixture fraction and progress variable as well as pressure at inflow and outflow plane. The pressure side plane boundary condition is of Dirichlet type. The mixture fraction and progress variable are unperturbed at the inflow while a filtered random noise generator is used to generate fluctuation of the inflow velocity [29]. Nearly isotropic homogeneous turbulence at the inflow is reproduced by using a spatially box-filter with the size of \( \Delta_f = D/4 \) and a temporal filter of \( \Delta_T = \Delta t/4 \).

The spatial discretization is implemented on the staggered Cartesian mesh grid using a second-order central differencing standard finite-volume method for mass and momentum continuity equation. Hybrid time stepping is used as temporal discretization. A third-order Adams-Bashforth method is used for the convective terms as well as a forward Euler for the viscous terms and source terms, providing more stability [29].

The transport equation of mixture fraction and ACV progress variable are discretized with third-order Van Leer’s MUSCLE scheme, which is Total Variation Diminishing (TVD). A combination of MPI and OpenMP protocol on a multi-block platform is used to parallelize the computational process. A multi-grid method is applied to solve Poisson’s equation which is extensively described in [29]. In Fig. 6, the Lewis numbers of selected species are illustrated for DJHC-I and Sandia flame D obtained by fitting results computed with the Hirschfelder-Curtiss approximation [43]. The ChemID set to calculate the Lewis number of the chemical species using the mixture-averaged diffusion coefficient which leads to a
small difference of the species Lewis number for DJHC and Sandia flame.

5.2. The Sandia piloted flames

The Sandia piloted flames D, E, and F have a three-inflow stream including a partially premixed fuel jet, pilot, and oxidizer stream. The fuel jet leaves the round nozzle with 7.2 mm in diameter with a volumetric ratio of fuel to air is 1/3, corresponding to $\zeta = 1$. The fuel jet is surrounded by the pilot stream with an outer diameter 18.2 mm and consists of the lean combustion products of CH4/air composition at $\phi = 0.75$, providing the high-temperature stream at 1880 K, corresponding to $\zeta = 0.27$. The wind tunnel stream with a square cross-section 30 cm × 30 cm surrounded the jet and pilot stream. Sandia flames D, E, and F have Reynolds number equal to 22,400, 33,600, and 44,800, respectively.

The experimental measurement was conducted over the domain from jet exit to axially $Z = 80D$ and radially $R = 10D$. However, the computational domain is extended axially to 121D to avoid the numerical effects of the outflow boundary condition. The lateral extension of the computational domain is determined based on the expansion of the nonreactive free turbulent jet. The half cone of turbulent jet expansion is approximately equal to 11.8°; thus the radial expansion of a free turbulent jet can be obtained as $R = Z/5$. A Cartesian computational domain consists of 149 × 149 × 512 grid that extending to 53D, 150D laterally and axially respectively. This domain allows a larger explicit time-step compared to cylindrical grids [29]. The computational domain contains 80% of total grid points (9.1 million out of 11.3 million grid points) up to $Z = 80D$. The grid is stretched from the nozzle exit in all three directions. The smallest cell size at the nozzle exit is D/15 in the horizontal direction and D/10 in the axial direction. The solution is initialized with wind tunnel mixture properties e.g., zero mixture fraction and axial velocity of 0.9 m/s. The experimental data at $Z = D$ is used as the inflow boundary condition. The constant time step, $2.0 \times 10^{-5}$ s, is applied to maintain the CFL number less than 0.2. To ensure the flow field is statistically stationary, the averaging is done from $t = 0.200$ s up to $t = 0.325$ s, while the transient jet flow reaches already 80D at $t = 0.0625$ s.

To produce the 2-D FGM look-up table, the 1-D laminar flame is modeled using the VIML method and chemical kinetics is solved based on the GRI 3.0 reaction mechanisms. The initial condition of this flame is reproduced based on the boundary condition of the burner, here for Sandia flames the fuel stream $0 \leq X < 3.6$, the pilot $3.6 \leq X < 9.1$, and oxidizer stream $X \geq 9.1$, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1 for $t = 0$, all dimensions are in millimeter. Species weight factor, $C_i$, are listed in Table 2 to calculate the ACV-FGM progress variable.

The mean and variance of mixture fraction and temperature are depicted in Figs. 7–9 for Sandia flame D, E, and F, respectively. The mean value of the mixture fraction and temperature have a reasonable agreement with the experimental data. Deviation of mixture fraction and temperature variance are decreasing along the jet axis, and variances are fairly good for $Z \geq 15D$.

Barlow and Frank [37] reported the Sandia D flame showed a slight degree of local flame extinction while increasing the fuel jet Reynolds number enhances the probability of the local extinction. At the $Z = 30$ D, the local extinction of D and E flame were low while flame F had a high probability of the local extinction. The LES results of the Sandia F flame shows that the temperature for $r/D < 5$ is over predicted while the temperature variance is under predicted, Fig. 9. It shows that the developed model needs further

![Fig. 6. The Lewis number of some selected species for DJHC-I burner (blue) and Sandia flame D (yellow). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>$O_2$</th>
<th>$CH_4$</th>
<th>$C_2H_6$</th>
<th>$CO$</th>
<th>$H_2O$</th>
<th>$OH$</th>
<th>$H_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$, Sandia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$, DJHC-I</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7. Mean and RMS of mixture fraction and temperature in Sandia D flame. The circles are experimental data and solid lines are LES results.

Fig. 8. Mean and RMS of mixture fraction and temperature in Sandia E flame. The circles are experimental data and solid lines are LES results.
improvement to simulate the local extinction phenomenon more realistic.

Figure 10 indicates Sandia D flame’s experimental data of O2, CH4, CO2, OH, CO, and NO mass fraction compared to species mass fraction retrieved from the look-up table. The results show that the 2-D look-up table generated by ACV-FGM along with the VIML method combined with large eddy simulation of the Sandia piloted flame accurately predicts the chemical species mass fraction.

5.3. The Delft Jet-Hot Coflow burner

The Delft Jet-Hot Coflow burner (DJHC) test stand was developed at Delft University of Technology to mimic the flameless combustion regime [38]. For the DJHC-I configuration, the fuel jet Reynolds number is equal to 4500. The fuel is discharged through a 4.5 mm nozzle diameter into the hot oxidizer coflow. A partially premixed secondary burner produces lean combustion products as an oxidizer coflow. This burner is located within an annulus with a diameter of 82.8 mm, surrounding the fuel jet and its cooling jacket. The radial profile of the mixture fraction of the secondary burner is varying, leads to varying temperature and oxygen mass fraction with the radial position. Downstream of the jet exit is unconfined and the flame is surrounded by fresh air.

Several cases were tested and reported on the DJHC burner test stand [31,38,44]. In this paper, the DJHC-I configuration is simulated using a large eddy simulation. The fuel jet is consists of Dutch Natural Gas (DNG), which is composed of N2, CH4, C2H6, and CO2. The fuel jet and hot coflow properties are represented in Table 3. The hot coflow composition and temperature are varying radially. The temperature and composition are significantly correlated and the maximum temperature 1540 K takes place approximately at minimum O2.

![Fig. 9. Mean and RMS of mixture fraction and temperature in Sandia F flame. The circles are experimental data and solid lines are LES results.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Mean fuel jet and oxidizer coflow composition and maximum temperature and velocity [39].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>T_{\text{max}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>three FGM table generation methods to evaluate the VIML and ACV-FGM.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case no.</td>
<td>1D method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>IML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>VIML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>VIML</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 briefly introduces three different FGM look-up tables. In the case C1, the FGM look-up table is using the IML method and a progress variable that is defined based on the weighted summation of selected species mass fraction. This case is the duplication of the simulation results of Abtahizadeh et al. [40] with the oxidizer composition was assumed to correspond to the maximum coflow temperature and minimum Y_{O_2}. The coflow stream at the nozzle exit plane is radially non-uniform and the VIML is used to model this non-uniformity in case C2 and C3. The ACV-FGM is applied to the case C3 to study the capability of the modified model to simulate the lift-off height of the turbulent flame. The species weight factors used to build the ACV-FGM are described in Table 2. The 10-million grid resolution is used for all cases. The experimental data are available from the nozzle tip to 150 mm (~33D). The computational domain is extended to 315 mm (70D) axially to reduce the effect of the numerical outflow boundary condition. The
The lateral extension of the computational domain is 65 mm (~14.5D), which is more than the maximum radial expansion of free turbulent jet, which is equal to 14D at Z = 70D. The Cartesian grid point resolution is $145 \times 145 \times 512$, with clustered grid points in the axial direction. The grid points up to Z = 33D include 70% of the total grid points (7.5 M out of 10.7 M). The grid points are distributed to increase cell size from the nozzle tip in all three directions. The smallest cell size at the nozzle tip is D/20 in both horizontal and axial directions. The computational domain is initialized using coflow properties and axial velocity of 3.5 m/s. The experimental data at Z = 3 mm is available, which is used as an inflow boundary condition.

A constant time step is applied and equal to $5 \times 10^{-6}$ s, which retains the CFL number less than 0.4. Time-averaging is applied over about 0.4 s. The mean and snapshots of temperature and OH distributions are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 respectively, at the central plane of the simulation domain. Figs. 13 and 14 show temperature and axial velocity profiles at several distances from the fuel nozzle.

Figure 11 depicts the effect of the boundary conditions on domain temperature. In case C1 the coflow properties are identical to the maximum temperature of the measured data as a consequence of limitation on the 2-D look-up table generated based on the classical FGM approach. This limitation forces to use a constant composition for reactants. In case C1 the coflow properties are identical to those at the minimum $O_2$ and the maximum temperature of the measured data, duplicating the simulation of Abtahizadeh et al. [40]. In Fig. 13, it is depicted that the case C1 fails to reproduce the variation of oxidizer temperature at the boundary condition; therefore, the temperature profile within the domain is not satisfactory.

The VIIML method is implemented in the case C2. This method reproduces variation of temperature at the inlet boundary condition as it is clear in Fig. 13 for radial distance far from the nozzle tip where the reaction is not taking place. However, the flame is attached to the fuel nozzle. This incorrect prediction arises from the inappropriate look-up table generation using the classical expression for the progress variable. This is a common failure when building the progress variable focusing on autoignition phenomena. This is the result of the significant non-linearity of species mass fraction progress during the pre-ignition state leading to a non-monotonic progress variable. After the ignition and temperature rise, it is easier to build a monotonic progress variable. This difficulty roots the loss of the data in the table generation process specifically for the pre-ignition state. Consequently, it results in the incorrect prediction of autoignition delay time and lift-off height of the turbulent flame. As mentioned, despite the incorrect prediction of the near jet region, the look-up table error diminishes by

---

**Fig. 10.** The species mass fraction of Sandia D flame retrieved from the 2-D look-up table generated by the AVC-FGM along with VIIML methods.
increasing the progress variable and for higher axial distance, the temperature error is lower as visible in Fig. 13.

Both VIML and ACV-FGM methods are implemented in the case C3. Implementing the VIML method provides a 2-D look-up table for the varying composition inflow streams and the ACV-FGM method produces a bijective look-up table. The LES results show the appropriate prediction and satisfactory agreement with the experimental data. The temperature distribution at $Z = 3$ mm proof that the VIML accurately reproduced the variation of composition and temperature of coflow at the inlet boundary. Moreover, the ACV-FGM method precisely predicts the temperature as shown in Fig. 13. The new effort on the DJHC-I simulation using Diluted air FGM (DA-FGM) and Conditional Source Term Estimation (CSE) shows a noticeable improvement in the prediction of the temperature in comparison to the classical FGM model [45].

The OH profile can be interpreted as a flame position indicator. As shown in Fig. 12, the $Y_{OH}$ for case C1 is lower and the reaction

![Fig. 11. Snapshot (top) and mean (bottom) of Temperature, of C1 (left), C2 (middle), C3 (right).](image)

![Fig. 12. Snapshot (top) and mean (bottom) of OH mass fraction, of C1 (left), C2 (middle), C3 (right).](image)

![Fig. 13. The temperature profile, the circle is experimental data, the yellow dash line is C1, the red dot-dash line is C2 and the black solid line is C3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)
Fig. 14. The velocity profile, the circles are experimental data, yellow dash line is C1, red dot-dash line is C2 and the solid line is C3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 15. The temperature and velocity RMS of the DJHC simulation results.

zone is narrower than case C3 which represents the lower reaction rate for case C1.

The OH species is used to find the lift-off height of the turbulent jet flame. Oldenhof et al. [38] used the OH chemiluminescence to detect the flame position and lift-off height. Their measurements showed the DJHC-I flame had a lift-off height of $Z_{L} = 69$ mm. The lift-off height corresponds to $Y_{OH} = 10^{-5}$ and it is about $Z_{L} = 125$ mm for case C1 which shows a large error regarding the experimental data. Lower $Y_{O2}$ results in a slower reaction rate and higher lift-off height. While the lift-off height is $Z_{L} = 67$ mm for case C3 as shown in Fig. 12. This result implies that ACV-FGM is capable to predict accurately the lift-off height of the turbulent jet flame.

The temperature rise affects the velocity prediction within the computational domain. For Case C1, the temperature rise is over predicted at the jet center; therefore the velocity distribution is over predicted specifically at $Z = 30$ mm and $Z = 60$ mm, Fig. 14. For the C2 and C3 the mean velocity prediction has
good agreement with experimental data and these cases have the same velocity distribution despite the different progress variable definition. The RMS of the velocity and temperature are depicted in Fig. 15. The velocity RMS of three cases are fairly good but for the temperature RMS error increases along the radial direction.

6. Conclusions

Two novel methods are presented to modify the Flamelet generated manifolds focusing on the progress variable definition and the table generation procedure to generate a bijective 2-D look-up table.

A new mathematical definition of progress variable is introduced to make an inherently monotonic progress variable named Absolute Cumulative Variation (ACV) including the preferential diffusion effects. This method generates a bijective look-up table resulting in the precise prediction of the combustion properties such as ignition delay time, temperature rise, and species mass fraction like CO and NO.

The Variable Ignition Mixing Layer (VIML) is presented to handle multi-inflow streams or composition variations at the domain boundary condition. This method reduces the time and increases the accuracy of retrieving data from the look-up table by retaining a two-dimensional table for complex inflow streams.

These methods are validated using the one-dimensional laminar flame model, as well as the large eddy simulation of Sandia piloted flames D, E, and F and the Delft Jet in Hot Coflow flame (DJHC-I).

The results of the 1-D laminar flame demonstrate that the ACV-FGM method predicts the autoignition delay time and pollutants mass fraction accurately. This result confirms that the ACV method can successfully generate a bijective FGM look-up table.

The LES simulation of the Sandia flames is carried out to verify the VIML methods and the validity range of the fuel jet Reynolds number. This method correctly reproduces the temperature and chemical composition, such as CO and NO using a 2-D look-up table for the three-inflow stream. The increase of the fuel jet Reynolds number can slightly reduce the accuracy of mixture fraction prediction for some regions. Consequently, this error leads to inaccurate data retrieved from the look-up table. Nevertheless, the results still are in an acceptable range.

The Delft Jet in Hot Coflow flame (DJHC-I) is a lifted turbulent flame with a non-uniform oxidizer temperature and chemical composition at the coflow inlet domain boundary. The LES results indicate that the VIML method along with the ACV-FGM can accurately predict the temperature distribution as well as turbulent flame lift-off height with less than 5% error indicated by OH species.

As demonstrated, the proposed ACV-FGM model can be applied to partially premixed and non-premixed combustion applications and accurately predict the flame location, temperature distribution, and pollution emission. It diminishes the requirement for expert knowledge to define the most monotonic progress variable in an ad-hoc procedure and dramatically improves the description of this key parameter and reduces the preprocessing time. The VIML method can extend the potential of this method for combustion problems involving complex inflow streams.
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